S

tate of the Chapter

After a successful spring semester and relaxing summer, the start
of a new academic year brought a
familiar energy to Xi Delta this fall.
Our brothers were excited to enjoy
the traditional events of the semester
and come together again to share
good times with good people.
Since the spring, we have been
able to appreciate honors, successful events, and positive change
within our operations. At the 151st
Congress held this summer, we
were recognized with the national
award for Best Website and the Best
Alumni Newsletter. Bringing back
these honors helped kick off the fall
semester, and with the start of rush,
the brotherhood remained concentrated on recruiting men of quality.
After great success, we have 8 men
in our new member process and have
cultivated great potential for spring
recruitment. Inspiring leadership in
these young has been a major focus
of the Xi Delta brotherhood. With
a large number of brothers graduating in the next two semesters, we
made it a priority to strengthen the
foundation of the brotherhood from
the bottom up. I’m confident that

this foundation will maintain the
stability of our chapter and will yield
opportunity for future growth.
Our goals for the semester did not
end with recruitment. The change
in our organizational structure to
a committee system years ago has
been fully adopted at this point,
and allows the brotherhood to set
objectives for each area of operation.
Specifically, we set forth to increase
membership development, promote
scholastic success and solidify our
risk management practices. Our
alumni have been extremely helpful
in this, agreeing to host resume and
interview workshops, donating to
our scholarship incentive programs,
and improving the house to make it
a safer and more enjoyable place to
be. We look forward to seeing the effects of these efforts by both actives
and alumni to ensure Xi Delta is the
best it can be.

Executive Board 2016
Alpha - Alex Michaels
Beta -Brian Finnell
Gamma - Noah Clanahan
Delta - Kevin Spanier
Epsilon - Thomas Larkin
Zeta - Bruce Walker
Eta - Cullen Kuhry

Greek Life Grades Fall 2015
Alpha Tau Omega 2.82
Chi Phi 2.73
Delta Tau Delta 3.07
Lambda Chi Alpha 2.81
Pi Kappa Alpha 2.58
Pi Lambda Phi 2.77
Sigma Tau Gamma 3.12
Tau Kappa Epsilon 2.90
All Fraternity Avg. 2.85
All Male’s Avg. 2.80

Alexander Michaels Alpha
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XDHC
Report
Brothers,

You can donate at:

Over the past few years, XDHC has
been improving the house and property at the Chi Phi Manor located at
4060 Dairy Road. We have improved
the electrical safety, the bathrooms
throughout the house, and put a new
roof on the house. Our primary mode
of financing these improvements
came from the collected rent from
the actives. While we can continue
this course, XDHC is exploring different financial avenues for larger
scale projects.

https://www.omegafi.com/apps/
securedonationsdesktop/chiphi/chiphi_display.php4

In the coming years, XDHC will
focus on projects like bringing city
water/septic to the house. Another
project may be a new lodge in the
long-term. These projects will range
from seventy-five thousand to several
hundred thousand dollars, respectively. Due to these large amounts,
we are researching several financial
vehicles to achieve completion of
these projects. The ideal vehicle
will always be a loan from the Xi
Delta Chapter Excellence Fund. This
fund is dedicated solely to the active
brothers for the Xi Delta Chapter.
The fund is utilized for scholarships
for the actives and may establish
loans for upgrading the property
with interest going back into the
fund. Attaining a larger amount in
this fund allows for larger projects
to be funded. It has proper 501 (c)
(3) status for tax deduction purposes
and some employers may even match
the donation.

by John Novak

We are also further researching the
feasibility of a new installment to the
bond program. Depending on administrative costs, this may be another financial vehicle to achieve completion of projects. XDHC will focus
on ensuring fairness and notice to all
alumni in this program. We will keep
brothers up to date for this program
via the Facebook Group and possible
mass email. If interested, please keep
your information up to date by sending text messages to Ismael Cremer
at (321) 507-0557. He also likes the
occasional emoticon or funny message throughout the day. So if you
are reading this, text Ish now.
Finally, the Xi Delta Chapter has a
large alumni base that can achieve
these goals through small donations.
A donation of $20 to $25 yearly by
a few hundred brothers could allow
XDHC to start these projects. The
house is the lifeblood of the fraternity and it gives us a place to meet
up every year for alumni weekend
and shrimp n’ suds. While you may
not be able to attend these this year
or the next year, you may be able to
get your class together several years
from now. We hope to see you at
shrimp n’ suds and alumni weekend
and please encourage your classes
to attend these alumni events. Even
if you can’t make it, please consider
donating any amount to the Xi Delta

Chapter Excellence Fund. Each donation helps the fraternity to ensure
future alumni weekends, shrimp n’
suds, and a strong Xi Delta Chapter.
Fraternally,
Matthew Hopkins

To our esteemed Xi Delta Alumni,
I look forward to seeing many of you at the end of the month for Shrimp N’ Suds the weekend of October 28 & 29! We are changing things up a little this year and hosting the Friday night event at Iron
Oak Post downtown. We will have a few kegs of varying quality and a delicious spread hand selected
by XDAA exec after careful deliberation and sampling of many foods. The actives have a party that
night so this time around it will be an alumni-focused event. Saturday will be the traditional affair at
the house. During the meeting on Saturday, we will discuss some ideas that have been floating around
in memoriam of brother Handa who moved on to Chapter Eternal earlier this year. Brother Handa’s
passing has hit many of us hard and he will be sorely missed by all. I would like to personally thank
all who came into town to attend his service. It meant a lot not only to his family but showed the active brothers that we truly are a family and there in time of need.
Although tragic, the services brought many old faces back together and bonds were reforged amongst
many who had not seen each other in years. It is my hope that as a group
we maintain contact with each other and I would love to see all those that
made it back for their first time in years to continue coming back to our
events whenever possible. A lot has changed over the years and both the
chapter and property are doing better than ever. We look forward to introducing our fall class to all of you later this month.
Although this is a short report for this edition of the Bathtub, I can’t stress
strongly enough how much attendance at our events means to the alumni
association as a whole as well as our ability to help the chapter. In addition to our alumni events, we also donate to the chapter philanthropy
events, host a chapter steak dinner right before finals, and have some new
additions coming this year that will be discussed at Shrimp N’ Suds. All
of these things come exclusively through alumni dues coming from attendance at events and generous donations by fellow alumni. The bottom
line is higher attendance means bigger and better events, but more importantly, the more we can do for the chapter.
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I hope to see as many of you as possible in a few weeks and we can
renew our bonds of brotherhood as well as remember those who can’t be
with us.
Fraternally,
John Novak
XDAA President

The 151st
Annual Chi Phi Congress

“Both Alex and I
were able to receive
the awards for “Best
Alumni Newsletter”
and “Best Website”
from the Grand Alpha, Ron Frank.”
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During the Spring 2016 semester, Alex Michaels, the current
president, and I, current vice
president, were fortunate
enough to be nominated and
selected to attend the 151st
Chi Phi congress in Columbus,
Ohio. Over the years, Xi Delta
has sent countless brothers to
this gathering to both represent our chapter and to give
our own insight into what the
future of Chi Phi itself should
be. This year, we were again
given the chance to accept
several awards as well as take
part in new and important
votes that bring Chi Phi further
towards the future.
On the second day, after
the numerous meetings and
lectures had ceased, all of the
present brotherhood gathered
for the awards luncheon in the
grand ballroom. It was here
that both Alex and I were able
to receive the awards for “Best
Alumni Newsletter” and “Best
Website” from the Grand Alpha, Ron Frank. We could not
have been more pleased with
the success in which our chapter showed and we express

great thanks to any and all involved who helped make that
happen. We specifically would
like to thank Aral Tasher, Mario Lento, and Thomas Larkin
for their past and present work
that not only laid the foundation for us to receive these
awards but has also continued
to impress the national office
and many others for the past
three years.
During the final day of
congressional sessions, the
present Chi Phi brotherhood
took part in not only electing
a new Grand Alpha but also in
voting on two other important
decisions. The brotherhood
voted to increase the size of
the executive board by including the newly lettered rush
chairman, Iota, and the new
member educator, Theta. The
goal of this expansion was to
further emphasize 365 recruitment and improve the recruitment and educational system
chapters use throughout the
academic year. Perhaps in a
more monumental vote, the
brotherhood came together to
officially change the require-

ments in which someone is
eligible to rush the Chi Phi
fraternity. It is now permitted
that, with state identification,
an individual who is legally
male to rush an active chapter.
Chi Phi has further secured
our standing in the constantly
changing and developing the
world with both a strong base
and open arms. The final session concluded with electing
the future Grand Alpha, Robert
Walker. We are excited to see
where he will continue to take
the brotherhood as we continue to retain both a renowned
mission and ever growing
foundation.
With another year passing and
another year to come, the Xi
Delta chapter is more focused
than ever to improve on our
faults but also exploit our
strengths. We are confident in
the success that our brotherhood can achieve and are ever
hopeful with pushing ourselves to new heights. Xi Delta
has sent countless brothers to
represent our chapter, and we
look forward to doing it again.

STORY BY: BRIAN FINNELL

Philanthropy
2016
The fall has been a busy time for philanthropy and the brothers of Xi-Delta. We have shown up, in force, to
nearly every philanthropy event hosted by other organizations on campus. We have shown up to the most
people, had the most fun, and almost brought a trophy home placing second place in Phi Sigs charity Flag football event. We have donated our time to help support not only other Greek organizations but also our community as a whole, and we do not plan on stopping anytime soon. On November 11th, we plan on visiting the local
Temple Terrace branch of the Boys and Girls club again. After we visited them last year they were extremely
enthusiastic to plan another time for us to come, and we are teaming up with Gamma Phi Beta for another great
day with the Boys and Girls club. Later in November the brother of Xi Delta are planning on hosting an event
we are calling Dog Days. We are in contact with SPCA to have them bring shelter dogs to campus and allow
people to meet the dogs. We will be explaining the adoption process, the importance of adopting from a shelter,
and SPCA’s mission statement to people who stop by the event. We have not currently set an official date for the
event as we are waiting on confirmation from both campus and the animal shelter. To end off our semester we
are going to do Christmas Caroling at a children’s hospital with Phi Sigma Sigma to spread holiday joy to those
who need it the most.
STORY BY: ZACH WATKINS-WISEMAN
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New Member Profiles
William Reily

Alumni Installed

Jack Carson

Major: Chemical Engineering & Nanotechnology
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Jensen Beach, Florida

Major: Chemical Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Washington DC

- BURGESS KALYANIWALLA

- PETE LILJEGREN

Aeronautical Science,
2016

Ocean Engineering, 2016

Positions Held:

Social Chair
Philanthropy Chair
Zeta

Epsilon
Alpha (Two Terms)

Sam Dorian

Anthony Eppley

Anthony Messina

Major: Biomedical Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Townsend, Massachusetts

Major: Astronomy & Astrophysics
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Zainsville, Ohio

Major: Software Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Stuart, Florida

Mitchell Spalding

Andrew Link

Major: Aeronautical Science w/ Flight Major: Astronomy & Astrophysics
Grade: Freshman
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Linthicum, Maryland
Hometown: Riva, Maryland

Massimo Montanaro

Positions Held:

- UMUT OZTEKIN
Aerospace
Engineering, 2016

- ALEX PELC
Physics with STEM Education, 2016
Positions Held:

Gamma
Eta
Epsilon
Bylaw Chair
Alumni Relations Chair
Pledge Master

- AMR
KHADER 2016
Civil
Engineering,

Major: General Engineering
Grade: Freshman
Hometown: Middletown, Connecticut

BATHTUB
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Alumni Profile:
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The “fight-night” at the Harbour
Inn……when we went from a closeknit group of nobody’s into a group
of close-knit fraternity brothers that
nobody wanted to F*ck with!
As an alumnus for many years just
seeing my Chi Phi brothers on vacation
trips, usually with fishing involved!
BEMIS!......if you want to know the
genesis of that game just contact me
because I have it and it’s 100% legit.
Too much more to convey/remember!

What years were you active?
“Active” is a relative term. Like many
of the local XDAA, I participated as an
undergraduate but also was very engaged in
XDAA after graduation. As an undergrad,
I was active from the Fall of 1987 until my
graduation in December of 1990. However,
after graduation I lived close by in Orlando
for 6 years and was present for many, many
Xi Delta events, so I still felt “active” within
the brotherhood for all of those years. I
forged friendships with many of those
younger brothers during my “early alumni”
years that are still strong to this day. I also
was active in the XDAA for many years and
was the Bathtub editor for 2-3 years and
subsequently XDAA President for several
years as well.
What was your major (undergrad/masters/
Ph.D.)?
I graduated from FIT with a BS in Biological Sciences. However since FIT I have
“accumulated” 3 more degrees…..BA in
Marketing & MBA in Marketing from the
University of Central Florida and a BSN
in Nursing from the University of Buffalo

(SUNY).
What positions, if any, did you hold as an
active?
As an undergrad I held the office of Beta for
2 years, House Manager (1st ever at Dairy
Rd) for 1 year, Social Chairman for 1 year
and the Athletic Chairman for every moment
I was a Chi Phi undergraduate brother! As a
member of XDAA, I already discussed my
graduate responsibilities.
What were some of your fondest memories
as an active and alumni?
Quite honestly, your newsletter wouldn’t be
able to fit all of the stories behind the great
moments of when we went from a small
fledgling band of goofballs to a force to be
reckoned with on campus. There was campus fraternity “pushback” to our rise to the
credibility that then led to our excellence….
we weren’t necessarily accepted early on
and we had to fight hard for our place. The
process took a year or two and I truly think
that I am fondest of those years and our
fight for our rightful place at the top…. and
the resilience we all displayed to get there!
Shared adversity can foster brotherhood

growth and we all had a bond to stay loyal
to ourselves and our mission as a fraternity,
and we made huge strides together in those
years…..and I am so damn proud of every
one of us and the roles we took to grow our
brotherhood! Every brother from those late
eighties years deserves credit for where the
fraternity is now! Without every one of
them, I am quite certain that I would not be
writing this article right now! Clicks to my
men! (You know who you are!).
Some other sentinel moments that resonate
are as follows:
Moving into the house! Wow…..surreal
experience for all of us that were able to
experience that!
The Keys trips that we would plan over
beers at the ‘Shroom.
Taking the group of mostly non-athletes
(early on) and making the Football finals
for 2 consecutive years (1989-90) and then
watching the actual athletes win the championship 2 years after I graduated. I couldn’t
participate in that game but I felt very apart
of that team (Hell, I pledged a lot of those
guys!) when they finally won!! That kicked
ass!

tion………

that statement. Without the Xi Delta
Chapter of the Chi Phi Fraternity and
What are you doing now?
all of my brothers, it is possible that I
may never have realized that epiphany
As previously stated I love healthwhen I was 20 years old…….and I feel
care! So when the time came to make confident that my life since would not
another change I wanted to stay close
have been the same and nowhere near
to my skill set. As a Surgical Sales
as fulfilling as the life I have led. And
Rep, I worked with nurses every day. I for that, I just want to say thank you to
taught OR/ICU/ER nurses’ classes on
my brothers!
hemodynamic monitoring for years. It
was a great fit and an easy decision. At
46 years old I started classes again at
What did you do after graduation?
the University of Buffalo’s School of
Nursing for another Bachelor’s deI worked at Sea World in Florida for
gree! I was the oldest student, and it
almost four years as a staff Biologist.
as a great challenge, but I graduated in
Had many very cool experiences with May 2016, Summa Cum Laude! I was
sharks, marine fish, reptiles such as
hired 2 weeks later by Kaleida HealthAlligator and Sea Turtles and some
care, the biggest healthcare system
Marine Mammals too, such as Dolin Western New York. I work with
phins and Manatees. I decided to
medical and surgical patients every day
expand my education and add some
with some Emergency Medicine work,
business acumen to my resume and
which is where I will be next May after
subsequently created a new career as a New York State’s one-year mandatory
surgical device sales representative. For waiting period.
15 years I sold into mostly cardiac and
vascular surgery. I loved this career
Words of wisdom:
because it truly challenged my science
intellect and also challenged my ability That’s easy because I have held these
to sell quality products based on value wise words close to my heart and lived
to the hospital & surgeon, but most
by them for as long as I can rememimportantly, value to the patient! In
ber…..
this, I found an outlet for biological
intelligence but also the application of “Don’t ever give up!”
my business education. My professional accomplishments and financial
Despite your mind and/or body, you
goals were attained as I hit every
always have another gear. The real
“bucket list” bullet point but there was talent/luck is finding that gear, because
a toll to be paid…..travel stress grew
when you do you will truly surprise
as I was well over 100 hotel nights/
yourself to your own capabilities!” I
year for most of those 15 years and the knew those words as a young boy but
stress of sales goals wore me down so a it wasn’t until I was a Xi Delta brother
couple years ago I went a new directhat I truly realized the breadth of
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Todd Zebulske

SUNNY

HANDA

by Ismael Cremer
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Sunny was many things to Chi Phi...
and to me personally. He was a
brother, a friend, a mentor, an inspiration. It is clear sunny will always
be a legacy to our chapter, and I
think that is the biggest lesson he
has taught me - give back, and leave
behind a legacy that the new guys
will look up to.
I’ve had the pleasure of knowing Sunny for over 10 years now. I
remember meeting him on the porch
of the Chi Phi house. I threw on a
smile, shook his hand, introduced
myself and that was that. I didn’t
think we’d be as close friends as
we had become. Over the years we
had the chance of getting to know
each other. I helped out with small
nick knacks he needed help with:

putting Christmas lights up, going
to the vet when Morra, his dog, got
bit by a snake, watching the World
Cup with him and Rich Lane. Each
time we’d hang out and share stories. It is one of the reasons why I
try to do the same sort of thing with
the current young members of the
chapter. Sunny and I also traveled a
few times to Grand Council meetings
when he was involved with the board
and I was involved as a member of
the council. I was always amazed by
how he would be able to do all these
things and also have fun. It was what
made me believe in the ‘work hard,
play hard’ mentality.
He was a large proponent of procuring our current chapter house. When
we decided to create the housing

corporation back in 2011, he was the
one that motivated and encouraged
me to be involved & to lead it. He
left big shoes to fill, but one thing is
for sure, Sunny will always live in
our hearts of what he accomplished,
and what he shared throughout his
time here.
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